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The new 59’ Tirranna exemplifies Cigarette’s determination to continuosly
innovate and expand its horizons. The “King of Center Consoles” champions
singularity in all aspects of life and represents boundless possibilities.
Through creative instinct, technical prowess and a performance-centric
pedigree, Cigarette has never ceased to produce one-of-a-kind
performance icons.  

SPECS
MAKE: Cigarette
MODEL: 59’ TIRRANNA
LOA: 61’ 8”
LENGTH: 59’ 

BEAM: 14’
HEADS: 1
FUEL TYPE: Gas
FUEL CAPACITY: 1000 Gal.
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Engine Details

Deck Layout

6X Mercury 500Rs

4X Mercury 600 V12 

Choosing to take in the sun on the forward lounges or socializing in the aft
lounge area is a matter of preference. What's not is the innate feeling of
luxury, comfort and convenience found throughout the main deck.
Go for a swim from the inward swinging dive door, gather refreshments
from the aft summer kitchen, or relax under the skylights beneath the
hardtop. The 59’ Tirranna offers luxurious comfort without compromising
its performance, it’s the perfect yacht to enjoy with your friends and family.
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Advanced Hardtop

Sunshade

Skillfully engineered to provide a low center of gravity for increased perfor-
mance and comfort without compromising a beautiful design aesthetic.
The Cigarette signature four-pillar, all carbon-fiber hardtop features an 8'
wide, double-curvature, and the frameless tempered safety glass wind-
screen offering exceptional wind protection. Integrated flood lights, board-
ing handrails, full-spectrum ambient lighting, skylights, windshield wipers
with a cleaning system, and an electrically actuated sunshade prove that
the demands of  occupant comfort can be bridged with a beautiful design.

The Tirranna’s hardtop offers a telescopic sunshade. At the press of a button,
the shade will cover the aft entertainment area. All done and ready to get
underway? Simply press the "shade in" button on your Garmin display and
it will retract into the hardtop.
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State-of-the-Art-Helm

Digital Switching

The Tirranna’s advanced helm features dual, flush-mounted, 24” Garmin
multifunction displays. The glare and fingerprint resistant, nano-coated
instrument panel is fastened using titanium. It inlcudes integrated cup
holders, phone holders, stainless steel grab bars, a starboard side electric
sliding cabin door to provide the convenience and comfort that is
synonymous with Cigarette. Second row guests will enjoy a clear view of
the overhead 9” Garmin Multi-function display, so they can enjoy the
navigation details as they see and feel the power and performance of the
Cigarette Tirranna.

State of the Art doesn’t have to be cumbersome or confusing. A thought-
fully designed digital system allows the capability to control almost any
function of the 59’ Tirranna with ease. The Garmin Convenience package
also distributes three additional Garmin multi-functional displays through-
out the Tirranna, so you are always a touch of a button away. The system
allows for simplistic controls as sequentially starting all six engines with the
push of one button and macros to shut down the vessel at the end of the
day.
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Seven Forward Facing Seats

A� Lounge

Seven plush forward facing seats rest behind the helm. The helm and co-
driver seats are shifted forward for extra visibility, while the second-row of
seating is staggered from the first row to allow second-row passengers
great forward visibility. All seating may be flipped upward to allow  a
standing, bolstered position.

A boat like the Tirranna calls for the need to entertain. Aft forward and rear
facing seats electronically extend to form an oversized sun lounge for the
ultimate mix of comfort and style. A telescopic sunshade extends and
contracts over the aft conversational area for added comfort. The Aft
seating incorporates convenient in-seat and floor storage solutions for ease
of use and peace of mind.
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Summer Kitchen

Lighting Without Limits

Grab a bite or some refreshments from the 8’ wide multi-purpose summer
kitchen. It features a full-width lid with integrated lighting, a nano-coated
anti-bacterial countertop with plancha grill and sink, along with excessive
storage.

The kitchen may also be optioned with drawer refrigerators or freezers.

The Tirranna incorporates carefully studied light designs with endless poss-
ibilities. Our fully-integrated digitally controlled RGB ambient lighting system
powers LED lighting throughout the deck and cabin with near infinite color
variations. This technology extends seamlessly into an underwater RGB sys-
tem with full spectrum control to create the perfect vibe for a night out on
the water. Additionally, there is a High powered LED down lights in the
hardtop, along with red captain’s lighting that provides general task and
night task lighting.
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JL Audio x Cigarette Racing

Cabin Overview
Fully upholstered in premium bovine leather from world-famous Italian
leathership, Poltrona Frau, the cabin is the perfect retreat from the sun or
for that afternoon nap. It includes features such as cabinetry with a
pop-up TV, a full-size California king bed, a sculpted leather sofa that be-
comes an extra bed, large glazings that align with the hullside windows
allowing natural daylight to flood the areas, and A/C to keep those hot
days cool and comfortable. 

For the finest marine sound systems, Cigarette relies on the leader in the
industry, JL Audio Marine. To meet Cigarette’s pressing demand for the
perfect, audiophile quality systems that can withstand the rigors of the sea,
wind and open cockpits - JL Audio Marine engineers designed and built a
sound system so clean and so clear that it was named “Cigarette PURE.”
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Included Options

- Lewmar Delta Anchor with Windlass System
- Hull Side Window
- Quick Release Fender Holders
- Dive Door
- Dual Row Seating
- Hydraulic Wind Doors
- Cup Holders
- Starboard Side Cabin Door
- Billet Ergonomic Footrest
- Ergonomic Seats
- Ergonomic Hand Rails
- Helm Seat Quad Fridge Drawers
- Electric Sofa Seat into Day Bed
- Cigarette Summer Kitchen with a Sink, Cabinet and Trash Bins
- Telescopic Aft Sunshade 

BOW

- Telescopic Forward Table
- Cup Holders
- Storage Under Seats

HEAD

- Wet Head
- Shower Door
- Storage
- Towel Hangers

CABIN

- Cabin Windows
- Television
- Glass Skylights
- Storage Under Seats
- Refrigerator
- Custom Sofa
- Multi-layered Bed Density Foam
- Cupcholders
- USB Charging Ports
- Outlets
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PERFORMANCE & COMFORT

- Florida Bow & Stern Thruster
- Garmin Front & Rear Facing Camera
- POCO Lighting
- CZone Digital Switching System
- Seakeeper 9
- Dometic A/C
- Fischer Panda Diesel Generator 15kw
- Garmin Displays (three 22” displays at the helm)
- Garmin Convenience Package (three additional 8” Garmin displays)
- Non-Skid Flooring
- Cigarette Custom Vinyl Upholstery

EXTERIOR

- Colored Gel Coat
- Tirranna Sport Paint Package
- Complex Paint with Graphics
- Hard Top Paint Only
- Painted Electronics
- Engine Cowl Solid Paint
- Engine Cowl Paint with Graphics
- Ultra Complex Graphic Paint Package

INTERIOR

- Soft Deck Flooring
- Sport Teak Flooring

Included Options
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COMFORT & CONVENIENCE

- Garmin Radar GMR 24HD
- Garmin Autopilot
- Ghost Theft Deterrent System
- Underwater Camera
- ACR Searchlight
- FLIR M232
- Fusion Remote Control
- Speaker Hydro Dip 
- Starlink
- Satellite TV

TRANSPORTATION & PROTECTION

- Additional Transom Shower
- Custom Sleeved Fender
- Tow Eye
- Hull Maxx Coating
- Shrink Wrap for Transportation

Disclaimer: Because of our ongoing commitment to quality, performance and innovation, and because of supply
chain constraints, we reserve the right, at anytime, without notice and without incurring any liability whatsoever,

to change, modify, discontinue or alter any specifications, designs, features and/or colors.
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Gallery








